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Social capital refers to those features of social life, networks, norms,

and trust, that enable participants to act together more effectively

and to pursue shared objectives (Robert Putnam, 1993)

The empirical linkages between various measures of trust

and subjective well-being are so large as to turn attention to the

factors which contribute to the building, maintenance and

destruction of trust. (John F. Helliwell and Shun Wang, 2009)



Questions

How should we approach trust in the area of banking and
household finance ?

Has trust mattered in the current crisis, and if yes how?

What lessons for data collection/monitoring?



Agenda

Definitions and scope

 Interaction of endogenous and exogenous factors across 

the crisis and time

 Implications and prospects for further research



Proposing a hierarchy of trust indicators

 “Endogenous” indicators - These reflect the broad context in which interpersonal 
relationships occur. If trust is social capital, such indicators should also be reflected in the 
ability of institutions to relate more or less effectively to their customers

 “Exogenous” indicators. Given a context, behaviors matters can create either “re-
enforcements” or “disconnections”

– At the organization/company level

• Corporate profile and identity 

• Relationship managers and advisors 

 “Individual - specific” indicators also come into play

• Human capital

• Risk propensity

• Individual propensity to rely on trust



Our starting point – a Micro Survey

The Bank of Italy carries out, on a bi-annual basis a Survey on

Household Income and Wealth (SHIV)

Pioneer Investments and UniCredit carry out a parallel Survey with a

complementary set of data/questions

 In June 2009 a supplementary Survey was conducted with the support

of Professors Luigi Guiso (European University- Florence) and Luigi

Zingales (University of Chicago) aiming at assessing the impact of the

current financial turmoil



The surveys and the interviews

Sample: 1600 face to face interviews in 2006

 June 2009 supplementary telephone interview- 700 participants

Possibility to compare pre and post-crisis: 

same pool same questions



The impact of the current financial turmoil: focus

 Attitudes towards risk

 Trust towards financial institutions

 Behaviour at the peak of the crisis: moving money away and risk 

of  bank runs



The impact of the current financial turmoil: trust questions

 Broad Rosenberg question “In general, do you believe one can trust

most people or do you rather believe one is never cautious enough ?”

 Specific questions about trust:

•Equity markets

•Financial institutions in general

•Own institution

•Own advisor



The impact of the current financial turmoil: how 

representative is the Italian case ?

 The score on the general question is consistent with other surveys 

(such as the World Value Survey)

Italy typically “catholic” with medium-low generalized interpersonal 

trust

These Suveys show big variance across countries

Relevant case-study but let’s be careful about generalizing
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The “endogenous factor” – Trust in general 

OECD Statistics Working Paper HOW GOOD IS TRUST?, MEASURING TRUST AND ITS

ROLE FOR THE PROGRESS OF SOCIETIES,

Adolfo Morrone, Noemi Tontoranelli and Giulia Ranuzzi, a joint project of OECD and UniCredit

Trust is commonly viewed as a proxy indicator of social capital, and a

high level of trust is considered a factor that can enhance economic

growth and social well-being.

Indicators of trust inform about the quality of people’s interactions with

others, hence on their assessment of the extent to which other people

in the community are perceived as potential partners rather than as

rivals.



Interpersonal trust in general shows, in our survey, a strong 

displacement effect due to the crisis…

Those who in 2007 thought that

You can trust
You are never  

cautious enough

In  2009 thought…

You can trust
33% (8%) 14% (10%)

You are never cautious 

enough 67% (17%) 86% (65%)

Percent confirming  
2007 response 

Source: Eursiko on Pioneer UniCredit Survey 



…and possible regional differentiations…
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….confirmed by a very strong shift in financial risk 

aversion…
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…and also quite interestingly in general risk aversion
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Your person of 

reference

Your Bank Banks in 

general

Bankers Equity 

Markets

Not at all 5.3 3.5 7.4 19.4 32.3

A little 12.0 10.7 31.7 34.5 38.6

So and so 17.9 17.0 38.1 29.3 19.6

Quite a lot 47.5 53.8 21.3 15.8 7.8

A lot 17.4 15.2 1.5 1.1 1.7

“To what extent do you trust institutions/persons ?”

“Exogenous” variables- Post-crisis levels of trust are 

strongly differentiated, chosen relationships matter… 

Source: Luigi Guiso, on UniCredit Pioneer Survey forthcoming paper



…and  individual relationships have been quite resilient across the 

crisis

Your bank and/or 

your person of 

reference

Banks in general Bankers Equity 

market

Declined a lot 8.0 24.3 25.7 32.4

Declined a little 8.0 22.1 22.2 19.8

Unchanged 77.5 51.2 50 44.0

Increased a little 4.5 2.1 2 3.3

Increased a lot 2.1 0.3 0.1 0.4

“How has your degree of trust changed since September 08?”

Source: Luigi Guiso, on UniCredit Pioneer Survey forthcoming paper



Looking at individuals, trust and human capital correlated? 

Clustering investors…
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….A confirmation about the importance of education

(back to exogenous factors?)

Perceived knowledge Effective knowledge

Number of years you 

have invested in equity 

markets

0,125 -0,0311

Source Daniele Fano on Pioneer Investments-UniCredit 2007 survey

Experience appears more conducive to self-esteem than to effective 

knowledge



Pulling the threads together….

 Trust key factor in the current crisis

 Endogenous, exogenous and individual components interconnected



….it could have been much worse: trust in the bank and 

propensity for “moving money away” inversely  related
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Lack of trust

Credit comes from latin credere, to trust, so the ability of an 

institution to maintain and improve trust is  key in times of crisis



Investing in trust is a wise and profitable choice for the  

institutions and for economic systems

Trust however does appear to require substance:

 Human capital

Quality of relationships

Ability of organisations
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Two areas of further research and activity

Better understanding differences across

countries/organizations/individuals

Setting up a monitoring platform on broad indicators- levels and 

dispersion by country?


